Dodge Ball Wars (a Hilarious Adventure For Children Ages 9-12)
Synopsis
War is heck, and Carter has just found himself in the middle of one. When an innocent game of dodge ball turns vicious, it’s up to Carter to take control of the blue team. He’s scared, tired, and misses home, but refuses to give in. Deep in combat, he’s taken prisoner and is being used as bait behind enemy lines. Is there any chance of rescue or is he doomed to be the red team’s prisoner forever? Dodge Ball Wars is a 5600 word funny adventure for children ages 9-12. It’s also available in Adventure Clubhouse #5: Another Collection of Action Packed Stories For Kids.
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Customer Reviews
My son loves this series as well as the 6th grade ninja series. Not sure who said this, but it is quite apt in my sons situation. "Everyone is a reader; they just need the right book" It took me a while to find something he would like, thinking I knew boys best. But after so many books failures later and lost $$ I got the excerpts for his kindle and he read these and asked for the whole series (: 

a great book about teamwork and how the last 2 young kids left in the dodgeball game on their team that work so well together that they make the teams almost even sadly scarlet is caught out but
Carter gets three people out and wins the dogeball war

It was a great book. I loved it. I want to do a dod ball war. I love it so much. I t is a perfect activity for summer. I t also teaches you how to play. I wish I did not have a crazy cast.

If anybody likes hilarious things and dramatic people they will love this book. I laughed so hard that I can't get it out of my head, and it was lunch time so milk came out of my nose.

I think this book is one of the best books I have ever read. If you are in 6th grade, I really recommend it. If you take PE games seriously, then you are very much like Carter. I also take them seriously, especially in dodgeball. I t old my friends about it and we had the same strategy. Read it!

Since this is my sons favorite game, I knew this book would be a big hit.....and it was! I will be searching the rest of the books by this author. He seems to know the minds of second graders so well!

I've read all four snowball, water balloon, dodge ball, and almost lunch room wars. Please please please make more. I also have some ideas for titles like: video game wars, paintball wars, and water wars (which like possibly water guns and hoses).

dodge ball wars is a fun and heart pumping adventure. Me, I read this book over a thousand times. I think the author did very well by making this book more dramatic to entertain us, all in all this book is worth five stars, good job!!!
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